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ABSTRACT 
This paper will explore the phenomena of fear and joy in piano studios – the causes, 

effects, and the implications for teaching. In this paper, I will explain why we, as teachers 

and pianists, need to understand that fear is a barrier that can stop us from reaching our 

best performances and effective practice sessions as well. As musicians, we need to know 

that trusting our physical feeling is a key step to achieving deliberate practice, and it is also 

the best way to overcome fear. Fearless playing can help us to have effective practice and 

to enjoy our performances. In this process, teachers play a major role – there are many 

pedagogical strategies that can help teachers make their requirements and instruction 

supportive and helpful. These factors can affect the process of students overcoming their 

fears and reaching joy as musicians.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

FEAR 

Introduction  

Fear is everywhere in our lives, such as being alone in the dark, giving a speech in 

public places, worrying about diseases, facing danger, etc. Alfons Hamm and Almut 

Weike define “fear” in “The Neuropsychology of Fear Learning and Fear Regulation” in 

2005:  

 
Fear is an aversive emotional state elicited by external threatening cues that activate 
the defensive fear system of an organism. This fear system then organizes a behavioral 
pattern to adjust to the threat. Therefore, fear is important for survival because it 
prepares the organism for effective escape and motivates avoidance.1 
 

Fear was a huge part of my piano learning experiences when I was young – I started 

playing piano when I was six years old. Every Sunday was the day I suffered the most in 

the whole week because my piano lessons happened to be on Sunday. I usually had a 

competition with my mother before we knocked on my piano teacher’s door. Both of us 

were nervous about my piano lesson, so we felt each other’s heartbeats, and the one with 

a slower heartbeat would be the one to knock on the door. My mother was equally as 

nervous as I was because if I made mistakes during my lesson, my piano teacher would 

blame her. My teacher believed that parents had the obligation to push their own children 

to work harder, and if a student did not play well, then both students and parents should 

 
1 Alfons O. Hamm and Almut I. Weike, “The Neuropsychology of Fear Learning and 
Fear Regulation,” International Journal of Psychophysiology 57, no. 1 (2005): 5. 
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take responsibility for the lack of discipline. At the time, I was afraid to go to my piano 

lesson because if I did not play well, not only would my teacher yell at me, but my 

mother would become angry with me as well. Having a piano lesson was one of the 

things I feared and hated the most during my entire childhood.  

Hamm and Weike state:  

 
Memories that are dealing with the organization of behavior (e.g., organizing approach 
or avoidance) are often called procedural or implicit memories, whereas memories that 
deal with thought or conscious recollection of the past is often called the cognitive or 
explicit memory. The conditioning data presented here clearly support these different 
forms of learning and memory. Fear-conditioning memories are implicit memories that 
can be activated without verbal recollection of the stimulus environment. The amygdala 
is the core structure involved in the formation of the fear memories.2  
 

The amygdala, an almond-shaped area of nervous tissue, is the main part in our brain in 

charge of fear. It also helps people store their memories and emotions.3 Since I had 

plenty of memories of fearful piano learning experiences early in life, the amygdala in 

my brain has already connected the feeling of fear and piano learning together. Even 

today when I stand outside of my professor’s studio, although I am not afraid to have a 

piano lesson anymore, I can still feel my heartbeat become faster.  

Personal experiences like these, bolstered by the fact that I found similar stories in 

 
2 Hamm and Weike, “The Neuropsychology of Fear Learning and Fear Regulation,” 12-
13. 
 
3 Marc Dingman, “Know Your Brain: Amygdala,” Neuroscientifically Challenged, June 
24, 2014, https://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/blog/know-your-brain-
amygdala. 
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books, articles, and from people I know, inspired me to explore the phenomena of fear 

and joy in the piano studio – the causes, effects, and what role teachers can play. The 

hope is that I and other teachers will develop insights and skills that can minimize the 

experience of fear in our students. 

 

Review of Literature 

Much of the current research on this topic is in the field of neurology, and the main 

purpose of these studies is to investigate new treatment approaches for fear-related 

disorders such as PTSD, phobias, anxiety disorders, etc.4 Fear treatment in clinical 

settings usually includes cognitive-behavioral and pharmacological techniques.5 While 

both of them clearly have value, when it comes to music learning these might not be the 

most effective ways to deal with fear and its specific causes. 

In seeking out research on how fear affects learning I found several studies of 

fearless learning in different fields. Focusing on the field of public education, in The 

Fearless Classroom: A Practical Guide to Experiential Learning Environments, Joli 

Barker stresses that teachers should create a fearless atmosphere for students and allow 

 
4 David L. Walker and Michael Davis, “The Role of Amygdala Glutamate Receptors in 
Fear Learning, Fear-Potentiated Startle, and Extinction,” Pharmacology Biochemistry and 
Behavior 71, no. 3 (2002): 379, https://doi.org/10.1016/s0091-3057(01)00698-0.  
 
5 Sharon G. Mijares and Gurucharan Singh. Khalsa, The Psychospiritual Clinicians 
Handbook: Alternative Methods for Understanding and Treating Mental Disorders (New 
York: Haworth Reference Press, 2005), 51. 
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mistakes to happen in the classroom.6 A similar point is made in the area of mathematics; 

teacher Stanley P. Izen also claims that making mistakes is a necessary step in the 

learning process, and that teachers should guide students in how to learn from mistakes.7  

In the music field, as William Westney proposes in his book The Perfect Wrong Note, 

mistakes are valuable, and we need to cherish the information that mistakes are trying to 

impart. During the process of dealing with mistakes, he states that we need to pay 

attention on how our body feels.8 Once we feel the physical freedom, it will lead us to 

the breakthroughs.9 In the other words, when our body feels free, we can achieve 

effortless playing without fear.  

For reaching fearless and free performance, Mildred Portney Chase presented several 

approaches in her timeless book Just Being at the Piano. One of the significant 

perspectives according to Chase is to bypass the self-conscious barrier by creating a 

harmony of mind and body.10 This was also mentioned in jazz pianist Kenny Werner’s 

 

 
6 Joli Barker, The Fearless Classroom: A Practical Guide to Experiential Learning 
Environments (New York: Routledge, 2015), 13. 
 
7 Stanley P. Izen, “Fearless Learning,” The Mathematics Teacher 92, no. 9 (December 
1999): 756, https://www.jstor.org/stable/27971192. 
 
8  William Westney, The Perfect Wrong Note: Learning to Trust Your Musical Self 
(Pompton Plains, NJ: Amadeus Press, 2006), 59. 
 
9 William Westney, The Perfect Wrong Note: Learning to Trust Your Musical Self, 99. 
 
10 Mildred Portney Chase, Just Being at the Piano (Camarillo: DeVorss Publications 
2017), 49. 
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book Effortless Mastery, in which he describes finding a quiet inner space where we can 

relax and have an open-minded focus; this leaves no room for fear, and flow appears.11 

These views match with Timothy Gallwey’s understanding of the mental side.   

Through the book Inner Game of Tennis, tennis pro Timothy Gallwey reveals his own 

unique understanding of the concept for reaching peak performance by balancing the 

physical and mental sides in the process of coaching tennis.12 This book has become a 

phenomenon and has been used in a variety of fields.  

Unlike most studies, in the quasi-autobiographical book Never Too Late, public 

education visionary John Holt described the effect of fear on his studies through his own 

experience as an adult amateur studying the flute: he loses his learning ability at the 

moment when he feels fear.13 This experience is similar to mine, which highlights how 

many other people might be suffering the same issues when dealing with fear. 

It should be noted that in the search for rich and relevant material relating to this topic, 

one finds some of the most useful and profound writing in books that are not research-

based but are rather personal accounts that are offered with courageous and original 

analysis. This is true of four of the aforementioned books, all of which have been enduring 

and influential in the field: Chase, Gallwey, Werner and Holt.  

 
11 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996), 79. 
 
12 W. Timothy Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974). 
 
13 John Caldwell Holt, Never Too Late: My Musical Life Story (Cambridge: Da Capo 
Press 1991), 131. 
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 Based on four years of observing my piano professor’s teaching and my own 

transformative liberation from fear, combined with concepts I have discovered from books, 

scholarly articles, dissertations and other relevant sources, I have gleaned several strategies 

that may help musicians reach fearless playing. In this document, I will discuss fear in four 

main sections: mental reaction, practice, physical feeling, and pedagogical suggestions. I 

will explore the fear phenomenon not only on stage but in the practice room as well, and 

delineate just how it often stands in the way of learning. 

 

Physical Reactions 

Feeling fearful can cause many more issues than just a rapid heartbeat. In general, 

there are two types of symptoms. The first type is physical: heavy sweat, cold feet and 

hands, rapid heart rate, tension in the muscles, etc. For pianists, sweat can make our 

hands very slippery on the keyboard. This increases the chances of playing wrong notes, 

and it can affect the clarity in our playing. Cold hands can affect the flexibility and 

independence of our fingers, impeding the speed and clarity as well. A fast heart rate will 

make it hard to concentrate; therefore, muscles will tense and this will affect the clarity, 

tone quality, and speed of our playing. Any of these symptoms can cause negative effects 

in our performances.  
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Mental Reactions 

 Fear causes not only physical issues but mental manifestations as well. Mental 

reactions to fear might be seen as even worse than physical reactions because they are not 

visible, so the effects can be easily ignored. In Never Too Late, author John Holt 

describes an experience of being affected by fear while taking a flute lesson as an adult 

amateur:  

 
I began to make mistakes; I wanted to stop and ask him to let me take it slower, but 
was afraid to . . . A pressure began to build up inside my head; it felt ready to burst. 
Some kind of noise, other than my own miserable playing, was in my ears. Suddenly 
something popped loose in my mind, and the written music before me lost all meaning. 
All meaning. It is hard to describe the experience, which lasted only a second or two, 
strictly speaking. I could see the notes, I did not black out; but it was as if I could not 
see them. They were blurred, as if my eyes were refusing to focus. They also seemed 
to be moving about on the page. But above all else, they made me feel that I was seeing 
something I had never seen before, never heard of or even imagined. Those black and 
white marks in front of me were completely disconnected from all my previous 
experiences.14  
 

I have had similar experiences, and exactly the same feeling, innumerable times. A 

few years ago, while accompanying a clarinetist in a recital, there was a moment when I 

looked at the music, and I simply could not recognize a chord in the music that I had 

practiced and rehearsed countless times. When I finished the performance, I suddenly 

remembered that the chord I could not recognize was B-flat major. A similar situation 

happened in a collaborative skills class, when the professor asked me to sight-read two 

 
14 John Caldwell Holt, Never Too Late: My Musical Life Story (Cambridge: Da Capo 
Press 1991), 131. 
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lines of a Brahms vocal piece, and I did it badly. When I stopped playing and took a good 

look at the piece, I realized that the left hand had only four different chords, something 

that should not unnerve me at all. But at the moment, I seemed to have lost my learning 

and cognitive abilities and felt like I was a different person with a frozen brain. These 

abilities came back immediately as soon as I stopped being afraid. I was amazed by the 

power of fear to become an obstruction to learning.  

In the article “The Influences of Emotion on Learning and Memory”, the authors 

state that “recent investigations claim that distinct cognitive and emotional neural 

systems are not separated but are deeply integrated and contain evidence of mediation 

and modulation.” The article continues, “Although cognitive and affective processes can 

be independently conceptualized, it is not surprising that emotions powerfully modify 

cognitive appraisals and memory processes and vice versa.”15 More than one study 

shows that emotion can affect people’s cognitive abilities, such as: learning ability, 

memory retention, problem solving ability, attention span, etc.16 According to New York 

Times columnist David Brooks, “Extreme negative emotions, like fear, can have a 

devastating effect on a student’s ability to learn.” Brooks also states, “A fearful mind 

 
15 Chai M. Tyng et al. “The Influences of Emotion on Learning and Memory,” Frontiers 
in Psychology 8 (August 24, 2017): 7, https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.01454. 
 
16 Florin Dolcos, Alexandru D. Iordan, and Sanda Dolcos, “Neural Correlates of 
Emotion–Cognition Interactions: A Review of Evidence from Brain Imaging 
Investigations,” Journal of Cognitive Psychology 23, no. 6 (September 22, 2011): 670, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/20445911.2011.594433. 
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won’t allow you to concentrate and absorb. Even while focusing on one thing, the mind is 

exerting subtle or not-so-subtle pressure with the thought of the other things that need 

tending to. This creates a very anxious and insecure feeling”17 These studies help explain 

more fully why John Holt and I seemed to lose our learning ability at the moment we 

became afraid and nervous.  

 Naturally, people will try to escape and avoid feeling fearful so that they will not be 

too undone by it, although clearly such emotions are beyond our control. But are there 

actual ways to feel fearless as a musical performer?  

 

  

 
17 David Brooks, “Students Learn From People They Love,” The New York Times 
(January 18, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/17/opinion/learning-emotion-
education.html. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

PRACTICE 

Sufficient preparation is the most effective way to conquer fear, and it depends on 

truly productive practice. In this chapter, I will analyze how we can achieve this. Having 

a “right” expectation can help us to set a non-judgmental mind; mental preparation for 

practice is equally as important as physical preparation. Changing our perspective on how 

we view mistakes and mastering one thing at a time can help us enjoy our practice time 

and the learning process. We can also improve our abilities and consolidate knowledge on 

a neuroscientific level without actually practicing physically.  

 

Expectation 

For pianists to be able to avoid learning under negative emotions, especially fear, we 

need to have proper expectations for piano learning. I spoke to colleagues and students 

about their impressions of practice and asked them to describe it using a few words. 

Unfortunately, only two of them had positive impressions, saying that playing and 

practicing piano was fun and interesting. The rest of the people I spoke to expressed 

negativity; they thought practice was boring, and a few of them even used the words 

“frustrating” and “unpleasant.” They explained that the main reason they felt this way was 

due to struggles with problems and mistakes, and this was causing practice to be not joyful 

at all. However, Mildred Portney Chase wrote in her book Just Being at the Piano, “The 
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joy of the moment can be experienced at any stage of learning.”18 How can dealing with 

mistakes and problems be fun? Piano learning is a process of finding problems and solving 

them. If we only focus on judging the results, we may easily become emotional, and this 

can bring negativity to our learning progress. Being emotional can make us “blind.” We 

lose patience to figure out effective ways to solve problems and by doing so, we reduce 

our cognitive abilities.  

When students feel bored in the practice room, a place where they spend so much time, 

it may be because they are going about things in a mechanical way, just repeating a passage 

without thinking or analyzing what is causing problems. Students may not be curious about 

the reasons for mistakes or how they could be fixed in a short amount of time; instead they 

simply repeat the section over and over again in the hope that the next time will be more 

correct. In this way, they spend many hours in the practice room without feeling a solid 

sense of achievement. One reason may be that investigating mistakes deeply, or really 

investigating the underlying problems, may seem like it will require a huge amount of time. 

Actually, mindless repetition turns out to be a way to waste even more time and achieve 

less. At the end of a practice session, pianists may become upset because they feel their 

practice is ineffective and full of struggle. This unpleasant experience will become a 

memory, and the amygdala will make a connection between the emotions and the behavior. 

 
18 Mildred Portney Chase, Just Being at the Piano (Camarillo: DeVorss Publications 
2017), 5. 
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In other words, even the very thought of practice will trigger the association in our brain 

and bring all of the unhappy feelings back automatically.  

There is no way we can “erase” such memories and associations, but creating a new 

memory can be a good way to override them. If we try to make practice interesting and fun, 

once we have accumulated enough good experiences, we can create a new connection 

between practice and positive feelings. Then, the next time we walk into the practice room, 

we will have a new expectation: to have a joyful time, rather than a feeling of defeat and 

struggle. 

 How then can we make practice fun and interesting? First of all, we need to 

understand what to expect from the learning process. Expectations have to be rational. 

Setting a goal is important in the learning process, but expectation of success in every 

moment is not necessary. During the process, we definitely need to deal with mistakes 

and problems, and we might fail or succeed. As we have seen, focusing on the result itself 

all the time will make us emotional and cause obstructions to learning. Therefore, instead 

of having a high expectation for the result, we need to have an open mind ready to accept 

whatever happens in the moment without judgment. It is honest feedback of our playing 

that shows us where we truly are in the learning process. Only when we are honest with 

ourselves and accept the facts, we can clearly see how much we need to improve and 

what the real problems are (along with their solutions). Curiosity and good feedback help 

us figure out how can we make it better than last time. As Chase wrote, “You may come 

to a learning situation with expectations but without self-acceptance.” She goes on to say, 
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“If we do not expect to have knowledge [perfect execution, etc.] at the outset, we are 

open to the desire to know and explore and discover and grow. If we can simply accept 

where we are for the moment, then we are freed from self-condemnation.”19 

 Children learning to walk fall down over and over. However, they do not feel 

embarrassed or bad about themselves, nor do people laugh at them or make any 

judgments. This is because we all understand that failing is a necessary step of the 

learning process, and children need time to learn and master this new skill. When we 

grow up and become adults, we tend to judge ourselves for momentary failures or simple 

mistakes. We seem to forget that learning takes time and failing is essential – that it is 

part of the learning process. We may not have the patience to see the little changes that 

are happening or wait long enough for the final moment of success before we start 

blaming ourselves for negative results. Most of the time, once we start judging ourselves, 

the situation simply gets worse, starting a vicious cycle. Gallwey writes, “Once the 

judgmental mind establishes a self-identity based on negative judgments, the role-playing 

continues to hide the true potential . . . In short, you start to become what you think.”20 

As musicians, we probably have some moments when we think we are not quite 

smart or good enough to be a musician. Such self-doubt can come from a single mistake; 

on stage, when a performer makes a mistake, he may think this mistake destroys the 

 
19 Mildred Portney Chase, Just Being at the Piano (Camarillo: DeVorss Publications 2017), 
6-7. 
 
20 W. Timothy Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974), 20. 
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beauty of the whole piece, but the audience usually forgives this tiny mistake right away. 

Why would we exaggerate our own mistakes, while others do not? If we view ourselves 

with a judgmental mind, our unobjective opinions distort the facts. The truth is simple: 

we played a wrong note; all of the additional self-doubt and judgment is created by us. 

Gallwey said, “Ending judgment means you neither add nor subtract from the facts before 

your eyes.”21 Once we begin to judge ourselves, we start distorting the facts and adding 

questionable meanings to events. 

Without self-judgment, we can objectively deal with mistakes and problems because 

we do not feel upset or frustrated about their existence. The less emotional we are, the 

more we can concentrate and the faster we can solve problems. Making and feeling 

positive changes every time we play and gaining a sense of achievement after we reach 

our sub-goals will inspire us to willingly spend time dealing with problems during the 

learning process. In Effortless Mastery, Kenny Werner states: 

 
In terms of a musical life, this translates into fearless expression: just moving from one 
note to the other, seeking unity with one’s own inner self, and unlocking an ocean of 
music for others to replenish their spirits. The entire process of learning becomes a 
joyful game, because the student is not attached to results but observes himself with 
one-pointed focus.22 

 
 

Preparation of Practice 

The ability to reach a fearless and free performance has a direct correlation with our 

 
21 Timothy Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 30. 
 
22 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996),78. 
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practice approach. Before we start practicing, we can use various ways to warm up, such 

as playing scales, arpeggios, chords, play the selected sections slowly, etc. All of these 

exercises help us physically to be ready to play something that requires comprehensive 

technique. But how about our brains – are we ready to enjoy the learning process 

mentally? Most of the time, during the first few minutes of practice, our brain is still 

thinking about things we were doing before or issues we were concerned with earlier, 

even as our fingers are moving around on the keyboard. If we need to spend time doing 

physical warm-ups, why don’t we do a mental warm-up as well?  

My professor William Westney has a very special way to warm up. Instead of playing 

the music very slowly, or repeating drills of major and minor scales and arpeggios, he 

plays random notes and intervals to stretch his fingers, wrists, arms, shoulders, and neck 

little by little, making sure he spends enough time on each step. He will only move to the 

next step when he feels each joint of a particular body part has been activated naturally. 

As a professional concert pianist, he does not rely on his past experiences to preordain 

how long the warm-up will last; he adjusts the length of the warm-up and combinations 

of random notes every day based on how he feels that day. The point of warming up in 

this way is to give him time to wake his body up and more importantly, to clear, calm, 

and focus his mind to be ready to concentrate for an effective practice.  

As human beings, there is no way we can stop thinking consciously. The only thing 

we can do is guide our attention to somewhere else, instead of trying to shut our minds 

off. When my professor is doing his special warm-up, he guides his attention to how his 
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body is feeling, such as if his wrists and shoulders are loose and relaxed, if his fingers are 

activated, or if there is any tension in his forearms. By thinking about these questions, his 

body and mind are getting ready for the real practice. He doesn’t start practicing until his 

body feels ready and good. Thinking about and feeling relaxation can increase the 

awareness and sensation of the body and mind; it also helps him to set and refresh a daily 

standard of relaxation. When he starts practicing his actual repertoire, he can compare the 

feeling to the one he had when he was warming up to see if he has tension or not. He 

believes that playing a sequence of scales or arpeggios in a “warm-up” is already a type 

of performance that can involve judgments because we expect ourselves to play the notes 

correctly and with an even tone or tempo. This expectation can easily bring our self-

judgmental mind into the picture from the very beginning of our practice. Playing random 

notes can help us avoid self-judgments because there are no rules about correct notes or 

rhythm – whatever we decide to play is just fine.  

During the warm-up, Dr. Westney is not only warming up his body, but he is also 

clearing his mind, guiding his attention to the feeling of his piano playing and 

maintaining a non-judgmental mind. He told me in a lesson, “Every day when I walk into 

the practice room, I do not expect anything, and I pretend I do not know anything.” Thus, 

he feels fresh physically and mentally every day because whatever happens during the 

preparation and practice is “new” to him. And only when he is ready can he fully engage 

in practicing physically and mentally.  
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Meditation 

 The main point of a mental warm-up is to make sure the brain is ready to fully 

concentrate on the task at hand. To be able to wake up the brain, we need to learn how to 

guide our attention, and I find that the best training for this is meditation. There is 

abundant research proving that expert meditators find it easier to concentrate, and their 

cognitive flexibility is better than people who are less experienced meditators or a non-

meditative person.23 

In general, there are two types of meditation: focused attention (FA) and open 

monitoring (OM). FA involves focusing on a specific object or experience, such as breath 

sensation, physical relaxation, etc. The purpose of FA meditation is to help meditators 

guide their attention to the spot that they want, and at the same time calm their mind and 

increase the capacity to resist any disturbance. If meditators get distracted during this 

time, they just need to naturally refocus on the chosen object as soon as they realize their 

attention has been distracted by other thoughts. Compared to beginners, expert meditators 

can immediately realize when they get distracted, and they can bring their attention back 

quickly. They can also sustain their focus on an object for a longer period of time. OM 

meditation, on the other hand, is a process by which meditators observe the content of an 

experience instead of focusing on a special object. In the article “Buddha’s Brain: 

Neuroplasticity and Meditation,” the authors define OM meditation as a practice that 

 
23 Adam Moore and Peter Malinowski, “Meditation, Mindfulness and Cognitive 
Flexibility,” Consciousness and Cognition 18, no. 1 (2009): 176, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.concog.2008.12.008. 
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“involves non-reactively monitoring the content of experience from moment to moment, 

primarily as a means to recognize the nature of emotional and cognitive patterns.”24 It 

means that meditators need to have a calm and open mind, and whatever ideas or feelings 

come into their minds are just allowed to flow without force or interruption. It allows 

various thoughts to come and go at the same time, and the meditator only needs to accept 

and observe them.25 Through this practice, practitioners can improve their sensitivity to 

the environment and develop divergent thinking.26  

  In this regard, in order to prepare us for effective practice and to guide our own 

attention, experiencing FA meditation could help. Usually beginning meditators start with 

a breath sensation; they only need to focus on breathing in and out. The first step is to 

find a quiet place where you can sit or lie down in a comfortable position. Closing the 

eyes can reduce the chances of getting distracted. The next step is to breathe in and out 

naturally, without pushing or holding the air, and paying attention to how your body feels. 

Feel the air go through your nose, chest, and abdomen. During this time, it is easy, and 

 
24 Richard J. Davidson and Antoine Lutz, “Buddhas Brain: Neuroplasticity and Meditation 
[In the Spotlight],” IEEE Signal Processing Magazine 25, no. 1 (2008): pp. 176-174, 
https://doi.org/10.1109/msp.2008.4431873. 
 
25 Antoine Lutz et al., “Attention Regulation and Monitoring in Meditation,” Trends in 
Cognitive Sciences 12, no. 4 (2008): 1, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tics.2008.01.005. 
 
26 Lorenza S, Hommel, and Bernhard, “Meditate to Create: The Impact of Focused-
Attention and Open-Monitoring Training on Convergent and Divergent Thinking,” 
Frontiers (March 30, 2012): 1, 
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2012.00116/full. 
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not that uncommon, to start thinking about something else without even realizing it. 

When this situation happens, we need to understand that this is something common and 

natural to everyone, even to the experts. The only difference is that beginners may take a 

longer time to realize that they have been interrupted, so they need to gradually guide 

their attention back to how the body feels. At this early stage, meditators may not be able 

to sustain their meditation for a long time; however, each time they do it, the length of 

time will increase.27  

 To transfer the process of FA meditation to the preparation for practicing the piano, 

the first thing we need to do is adjust the bench to a comfortable height. Then, we can 

take several breaths to calm and clear the mind before the warm-up. The warm-up should 

begin slowly, because we need time to think about how our hands, arms, shoulders and 

overall body feels that day. During this time, no matter the different warm-ups you do, 

keep focusing on whether your body is totally activated or not. If not, continue stretching 

your joints little by little until you start to relax. You are the only person who can sense if 

it is time to move on to the next step. Once you feel refreshed and physically good, you 

have the green light to start practicing.  

 

Purposeful Practice  

  Practice is one of the most important things in a musician’s life, but there are many 

 
27  Elizabeth Scott, “How to Start a Focused Meditation Practice,” Verywell Mind, 
February 11, 2020, https://www.verywellmind.com/practice-focused-meditation-3144785. 
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aspects that need to be addressed. Many people think practicing means spending a huge 

amount of time in the practice room; however, quantity is not the main factor that can help 

us achieve effective practice – both quality and efficiency are crucial for this purpose. 

 Initially, achieving effective practice requires that every step in the learning process 

be purposeful. In Intelligent Music Teaching, Robert A. Duke lists aspects that are 

important to music teachers, such as what to teach, assessment, sequencing instruction, 

feedback, and more.28 I believe there are many teaching approaches from the book that 

can be used for purposeful practice because practice can be considered as a process of 

self-teaching. Duke’s chapter called “What to Teach” describes how to set goals for 

learners, and goal setting is one effective way to improve practice as well.29 In piano 

learning, goals can be categorized by two types: long-term goals and short-term goals. An 

example of a long-term goal might be to play the first movement of a sonata smoothly 

and confidently. However, this objective can and should be divided into several short-

term goals, since a short-term goal is much easier to achieve. An example of a short-term 

goal in the same scenario might be to master the first two lines of the exposition. 

Inappropriate goals can either make practice boring or full of struggles. Therefore, setting 

the right goals can help us manage our practice time and our pacing more effectively.  

Goals can be adjusted or changed during practice, and assessment can help us 

 
28 Robert A. Duke, Intelligent Music Teaching: Essays on the Core Principles of Effective 
Instruction (Austin, TX: Learning and Behavior Resources, 2015), 23. 
 
29 Robert Duke, Intelligent Music Teaching, 27. 
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understand where we truly are in the learning process. Assessments can happen at any 

point during a practice session: Can I play this section a tempo?; Do I remember the 

chord progressions at the beginning of the phrase?; Can I play smoothly for three 

measures with just the right hand?, etc. It is important to remember that assessment 

requires us to be honest with ourselves and accept the facts as we observe them. We need 

to monitor our progress and find out if the problems have been solved or not. The 

information received from the facts is feedback that tells us if we need to spend more 

time on a passage or if we are ready to move on. As Duke wrote: “assessment is ‘finding 

out.’ Feedback and grading are ‘communicating what you’ve found out.’ ”30 After 

assessing our own progress, it is important to make decisions about whether or not to 

change our goals, especially short-term goals. After we have adjusted our goals, we 

should create a plan to help us achieve these goals. This is equal to what Duke terms as 

“sequencing instruction.”31 Music teachers are familiar with the necessity of creating 

sequenced instruction to guide students’ understanding or to master a skill step by step. In 

purposeful practice, we have to do this on our own, without a teacher. We need to make 

sure every step in the plan is guiding us to reach the final goal. If we feel the gap between 

each step is too big or too small, we can always adjust our steps, even skipping ahead or 

returning to previous steps. Every move serves to reach our purpose, which means we 

 
30 Robert Duke, Intelligent Music Teaching, 51. 
 
31 Robert Duke, Intelligent Music Teaching, 89. 
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should not waste time on unnecessary steps that are not related to our goals.  

 

Dealing with Mistakes 

Dealing with mistakes is a necessary part of practice, and making practice effective 

depends greatly on how we deal with mistakes. Unfortunately, many students and 

musicians are trying to avoid making mistakes because they feel ashamed when they make 

mistakes. In the other words, they refuse to accept where they are in the learning process 

and are not being honest with themselves. In The Perfect Wrong Note, William Westney 

discusses the positive value of mistakes: “Honest mistakes are not only natural, they are 

immensely useful. Truthful and pure, full of specific information, they show us with 

immediate, elegant clarity where we are right now and what we need to do next. This is 

why a particular wrong note can indeed be thought of as perfect.”32 Thus, we need to 

cherish mistakes and appreciate their existence because it gives us a chance to become 

better musicians.  

 

Myelin 

As we are beginning to see, practice can be fun and meaningful when it involves 

thinking, analyzing, and problem solving. Effective practice not only increases our focus 

and decisions making, but also increases our playing ability by restructuring our brain 

 
32  William Westney, The Perfect Wrong Note: Learning to Trust Your Musical Self 
(Pompton Plains, NJ: Amadeus Press, 2006), 62. 
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cells.33 It is a process of brain training; clearly, our brains can be trained just like our 

muscles.34 When we train our bodies, we need to lift enough weight to stimulate the 

muscles. The muscle fiber can then break down and rebuild itself, subsequently making the 

muscles become stronger due to our body’s adaptability. Similarly, the size and structure 

of many parts of our brains are adaptable. A study done on London’s taxi drivers shows 

how their hippocampi are larger than people of the same age who are not drivers. Since 

London has many intricate street patterns, the taxi drivers have to develop a complex 

memory and spatial positioning capability, which is in the domain of the hippocampus.35  

Myelin is an insulating layer that surrounds the nerves. When we practice with deep 

thinking processes, it fires the nerves in our brain.36 When the nerves are firing, the 

myelin layer becomes thicker, which allows the signal that carries information to be 

delivered faster. In other words, our abilities begin to improve more quickly.37 However, 

mindless practice cannot increase the layer of myelin; this only happens with focused 

work. As Daniel Coyle says in The Talent Code: “Q: Why is targeted, mistake-focused 

 
33 Anders Ericsson and Robert Pool, Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise 
(Boston: Eamon Dolan, 2017), 43. 
 
34 Ericsson and Pool, Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise, 27. 
 
35 Ericsson and Pool, Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise, 28. 
 
36 Daniel Coyle, The Talent Code: Greatness Isn't Born. It's Grown. Here's How. (New 
York: Bantam Books, 2009), 33. 
 
37 Coyle, The Talent Code: Greatness Isn't Born. It's Grown. Here's How, 42. 
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practice so effective? A: Because the best way to build a good circuit is to fire it, attend to 

mistakes, then fire it again over and over. Struggle is not an option: it’s a biological 

requirement.”38 When we find ourselves in a bottleneck, trying different ways is more 

important and useful than trying harder.39 When we are trying hard, using the same 

method time after time, our brain does not need to work hard to think and concentrate. 

Only when we experiment with various strategies, such as changing the tempo, accent, or 

rhythm of the targeted passage, does our brain keep working and allowing the myelin to 

grow, making practice effective.  

 

Master One Thing at a Time 

Another important factor in practice effectiveness is mastering one thing at a time. A 

study by James Clear compared people who focus on one thing at a time with others 

trying to reach multiple goals simultaneously; the latter group had a less significant 

chance of success and ended up being less committed to their tasks.40 Commitment is not 

affected much by the difficulty of the goal; however, it weakens when we try to execute 

 
38 Coyle, The Talent Code: Greatness Isn't Born. It's Grown. Here's How, 34. 
 
39 Anders Ericsson and Robert Pool, Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise 
(Boston: Eamon Dolan, 2017), 19. 
 
40 James Clear, “The Scientific Argument for Mastering One Thing at a Time,” James 
Clear, February 3, 2020, https://jamesclear.com/master-one-thing. 
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too many tasks at the same time.41 Completing a task requires concentration, so avoiding 

becoming distracted by multiple tasks is crucial. The following example shows how I 

used this idea to master a passage from the second movement of Prokofiev’s Piano 

Concerto No.1. 

 
Figure 1: Second movement of Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto No.1 

In this phrase, the left hand plays arpeggios while the right hand plays two voices, a 

lower melodic line and an upper line that adds color over the orchestra. When I was 

learning this phrase, I purposely ignored all of the dynamic marks at first and only played 

the two voices of the right hand at the exact same volume, so as to gain physical 

confidence, comfort, and security. After I finished learning all of the notes of the right 

 
41 Amy N. Dalton and Stephen A. Spiller, “Too Much of a Good Thing: The Benefits of 
Implementation Intentions Depend on the Number of Goals,” Journal of Consumer 
Research 39, no. 3 (January 2012): 600, https://doi.org/10.1086/664500. 
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hand and the left hand separately, I put both hands together in a slow tempo, using correct 

rhythm, and only worked on one measure at a time until this too became confident and 

familiar. After I could combine the hands smoothly, I only played the right hand melodic 

line with the left hand accompaniment in order to understand the melody and harmony 

more deeply. The final step was to combine everything together with the correct 

dynamics, beginning with a slow tempo and moving little by little to the actual tempo. I 

was happy with the success I achieved at every step of this process. Focusing on one 

thing at a time made this complicated phrase much easier, and the whole process was 

joyful, not fearful, because I could see the improvements at each new stage. 

This relates to the term “implementation intention” – studies show that 

implementation intention has a strong positive effect on the attainment of goals, and it 

only happens when one focuses on a single goal.42 In the article “Implementation 

Intentions” by Peter M. Gollwitzer, he states “Implementation intentions are formed for 

the purpose of enhancing the translation of goal intentions into action. . . . Goal intentions 

can be defined as the instructions that people give themselves to perform particular 

behaviors or to achieve certain desired outcomes”43 Instead of feeling upset and 

struggling with multiple tasks, we can reach each step naturally and effortlessly; this 

 
42 James Clear, “The Scientific Argument for Mastering One Thing at a Time,” 
Lifehacker, July 19, 2016, https://lifehacker.com/the-scientific-argument-for-mastering-
one-thing-at-a-ti-1783872506. 
 
43  Peter M. Gollwitzer, “Implementation Intentions: Strong Effects of Simple Plans,” 
American Psychologist 54, no. 7 (1999): 1-2, https://doi.org/10.1037/0003-066x.54.7.493. 
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increases our self-esteem and will inspire us to complete more and more challenges.44  

 

Consolidation 

We have probably all experienced times when no matter how hard we practice we are 

not getting any better. Whenever this happens, we should try something different. 

Learning is a process in which the brain transfers the short-term memory into the long-

term memory; this function is called “consolidation.”45 There are several factors that 

help us with consolidation, including chunking, purposeful practice, and time (sleep).46 

Chunking the information into smaller fragments makes it easier to achieve and master. 

When neither chunking nor purposeful practice seems to make any improvements, getting 

some sleep can help us to see a difference in our playing the next day. The hippocampus 

is the area in charge of our memory, and having enough sleep has a considerable positive 

effect on hippocampal activation. Sleep also helps transfer new experiences, which are  

 

 
44 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996), 103. 
 
45 “How Does Short-Term Memory Work in Relation to Long-Term Memory? Are Short-
Term Daily Memories Somehow Transferred to Long-Term Storage While We Sleep?”, 
Scientific American, September 26, 2007, 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/experts-short-term-memory-to-long-term/. 
 
46 Kendra Cherry, “How Long Does Short-Term Memory Last?”, Verywell Mind, 
November 25, 2019, https://www.verywellmind.com/what-is-short-term-memory-
2795348. 
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short-term, into the long-term memory.47 In the article “Effects of Sleep on Performance 

of a Keyboard Melody,” Simmons and Duke conducted an experiment where participants 

learned a 12-note melody on the piano and then had to recall the melody after 12 and 24 

hours, one group with and the other without sleep. The participants who had slept 

experienced a noticeable improvement in skill, whereas the participants with no sleep did 

not.48 Sudhansu Chokrovert states “Studies in humans demonstrate that sleep is a 

necessary for consolidation and delayed learning enhancement across a range of human 

procedural skills, being able to restore previously deteriorated task performance as well 

as trigger additional learning improvements without the need for added practice.”49 This 

proves that “trying harder” may not always be the solution. Sometimes effective practice 

does not take place in the practice room, but in our beds as we sleep.   

 
  

 
47 “How Does Short-Term Memory Work in Relation to Long-Term Memory? Are Short-
Term Daily Memories Somehow Transferred to Long-Term Storage While We Sleep?”, 
Scientific American, September 26, 2007, 
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/experts-short-term-memory-to-long-term/. 
 
48 Amy L. Simmons and Robert A. Duke, “Effects of Sleep on Performance of a 
Keyboard Melody,” Journal of Research in Music Education 54, no. 3 (2006): pp. 257, 
https://doi.org/10.2307/4151346. 
 
49 Sudhansu Chokrovert, Sleep Disorders Medicine: Basic Science, Technical 
Considerations and Clinical Aspects (New York: Springer, 2017), 119. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SELF 1 AND SELF 2 

In this chapter, I will explain how to balance our natural capability and our ego-mind, 

finding the harmony between them that can eliminate any insecurity and fear. After 

achieving these steps, and only then, we can reach freedom in practice and performance.  

In human beings, the brain controls all of our behaviors and the body tend to follow 

the orders from the brain. In The Inner Game of Tennis, Gallwey names the brain 

controller that is in charge of thinking as “Self 1” and the body executor that represents 

our natural capabilities as “Self 2.”50 In our lives, there are usually two kinds of 

situations: in one, Self 1 is in control, and in the other, Self 2 is in charge. For example, 

when adults learn a new skill, such as dancing or playing tennis, they need to think about 

the body motions they wish to execute, first and then try to follow the picture in their 

brain to move their limbs. In this situation, Self 1 is in the dominant position. On the 

other hand, when we are walking, we do not need to think much about how to swing our 

arms and which leg goes first – everything comes automatically and naturally. At this 

moment, Self 2 is the one in charge, and we let our body take control without interference 

from Self 1. 

 

Trying Hard  

Many of us have probably felt how frustrating it can be to try as hard as we can at 

 
50 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974), 14. 
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something and only come away worse than before. The reason that this happens is 

because the ego is part of Self 1, and this can cause us to judge ourselves far too easily. 

Once we begin to judge ourselves, Self 1 takes control and limits the potential of Self 2.51 

In this situation, our bodies will not react like they normally do, and what we are thinking 

will become true.52 Gallwey describes a situation where a tennis player is trying to hit 

the ball with a back stroke, but Self 1 is too involved: “By thinking too much and trying 

too hard, Self 1 has produced tension and muscle conflict in the body. He is responsible 

for the error, but he heaps the blame on Self 2 and then, by condemning it further, 

undermines his own confidence in Self 2. As a result, the stroke grows worse and 

frustration builds.”53  

I performed a brief experiment in my lecture recital as a way to introduce the concept 

of Self 1 and Self 2. I asked the audience to take out a paper and a pencil and draw a 

straight line slowly on the paper – as straight as they can. After they finished, I asked 

them to draw another straight line underneath the first, and this time they needed to draw 

it very quickly, without trying too hard. I then asked them to compare these two lines and 

raise their hands if the second line was straighter and smoother than first line. Most of the 

audience raised their hands; only one person thought his first (“try hard”) line was 

 
51 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 19.  
 
52 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 20. 
 
53 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 11.  
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straighter than his second line. After the lecture, I checked several people’s drawing, and 

I could easily tell which line was the second (“spontaneous”) line because all of them had 

something in common: the second line was thinner, and the pen mark was lighter than the 

first line. When they drew the first (slow and purposeful) line, they used way more power 

and force than the second one. In this scenario, their Self 1 didn’t trust that Self 2 (the 

hand) could do it well. Self 1 wants to help, so it takes over Self 2 and makes everything 

effortful. Their muscles were probably tensed as they drew the first line, as evidenced by 

the heavy pen marks, making the results the opposite of the intention.  

Allowing Self 1 to dominate during practice can create a different sort of problem as 

well. Self 1 likes to make quick judgments and may say of a passage we are working on: 

all of the notes and rhythms were in place the last time I played it – mission 

accomplished; let’s move on! In other words, a pianist may think – if I can play it right 

once, there is no need to spend more time on it. However, playing something right several 

times does not necessarily mean that it has been learned solidly. In their subconscious 

they might actually feel insecure, and that can “surprise” them in the performance or 

lesson. These are the moments where we complain about playing well in the practice 

room but falling apart in performance. Gallwey says, “Letting it happen is not making it 

happen. It is not trying hard.”54 Trying hard to play well is not the goal for practice; 

practice is supposed to be the time to hunt for all of the potential problems and spend 

 
54 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis, 36. 
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time solving them. “Letting it happen” gives us a chance to be honest with ourselves and 

to see what the true level of our playing is.  

 

Let it Learn 

Sometimes when we are performing, we still feel shaky about the mistakes and 

problems that seemed to have been fixed many times off-stage. The reason this happens 

is that during our practice time our Self 1 was in control, but when we pass the wheel to 

Self 2 at the performance time, and hope our body can play wonderfully by itself, Self 2 

might panic at finding itself the leader for the first time. My fellow pianists tell me of 

experiences of knowing which notes to play perfectly well but finding themselves 

pressing down totally different notes with their fingers on stage. In this case, it is clear 

that their Self 2 was not familiar enough with the feeling of jumping to the right place or 

the distance between each note. When they were practicing, they had focused on the 

result: whether they had apparently fixed the problem or not. In most cases, Self 1 is the 

one that helped them, and they did not give Self 2 enough time and attention to assimilate 

the problem as well. Kenny Werner states in Effortless Mastery, “If you allow your body 

to learn without interference from your mind, it will learn what it needs to perform the 

task.”55 In Just Being at the Piano, Chase says, “Slow practice allows your knowledge to  

 

 
55 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996), 110. 
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be integrated with your playing, allowing thoughts to become feeling.”56 Thoughts 

becoming feeling is another way of saying that during practice, we need to shift the 

dominant place from Self 1 to Self 2. Our brain can always understand new knowledge 

faster than our body. However, a skill is an activity of doing, so this requires our Self 2 to 

be able to react spontaneously. We have to be patient and give our body enough time to 

learn the skills and become familiar with the motions. We can treat our body like a child 

and let our brain teach it. The most impressive idea I learned from The Inner Game of 

Tennis is to “let it happen; if it doesn’t, then let it learn.”57  

When I was learning Prokofiev’s first concerto, there was an accelerando section 

where the left hand needed to cross back and forth above the right hand. The left hand 

plays several single notes over the right hand in a high range and unconventional pattern: 

A, C#, E, G#, B, D#, F#, and A. Between each of these notes, the left hand needs to jump 

back and alternatively land on a low B and E#. It is easy to recognize and memorize these 

notes using Self 1, but it is difficult to actually land on the correct key in a fast tempo; 

that is a job for Self 2.  

 
56 Mildred Portney Chase, Just Being at the Piano (Camarillo: DeVorss Publications, 
2017), 42. 
 
57 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974), 38. 
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Figure 2: Third Movement of Prokofiev’s Concerto No.1. 

I divided the learning plan into several steps and only focused on mastering one thing 

at a time. First, I learned the notes for the left hand by itself; then I put my right palm on 

the keyboard in the same range that the right hand should play without actually playing, 

while the left hand played the notes of only the first measure of the accelerando part. I 

landed on each note long enough to feel the distance between the notes and get familiar 

with the feeling of my left arm stretching. Then I finished practicing the whole phrase 

with my left hand jumping back and forth across the right palm while it laid on the 

keyboard. Afterwards, I learned the right-hand notes and put both hands together just half 

a measure to one measure at a time until I finished the whole phrase. Because my left 

hand was already familiar with the feeling of jumping before I added the right hand, I 

achieved the final step without spending too much time on it. It may look like many steps 

and a demanding amount of time, but it actually did not feel long when I was 

concentrating on finishing each step. Werner writes, “Spending enough time learning 

something would feel interminably slow, but that is the way of true growth. It takes what 
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it takes, the fact is that if you don’t stay with the material long enough for it to become 

comfortable, you’ll find that it doesn’t stay with you.”58 Unlike Self 1, once Self 2 has 

learned something, it can stay with us for a long period of time, so in the long run, the 

slower-functioning Self 2 ends up saving lots of time and frustration. 

 

Trust Self 2 

Trusting Self 2 can bring us more benefits than we can imagine. Just like my 

professor’s unique way to warm-up, he always chooses to listen to his Self 2, letting his 

body tell him if he is ready for real practice or if he needs more time warming up. Even if 

it is just one big jump between two notes, he spends time allowing his arms and hands to 

feel the distance between each note until he feels natural and fearless playing a passage. 

He always tells me: “Listen to your body; you are the only one who knows if it feels good 

or not.” The first time I heard this is when I was learning the first movement of Brahms’ 

Clarinet Sonata Op. 120, No. 2. There is a section in the right hand that needs to jump 

between big chords in a fast tempo. I was able to play the chords correctly, but I was 

consumed with fear of touching the wrong key every time I played this section. I was not 

honest with myself; even though I was aware of physical tension at that particular spot, I 

still refused to listen my body. I completely messed up that section in my lesson, worse 

than any time in the practice room. I tried several times, and then Dr. Westney asked me 

how I felt about the chords. I said, “Fine, but I am still afraid to jump around.” He guided 

 
58 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996), 60. 
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me to feel the distance between the two chords and to be aware of the motion of my arm 

instead of worrying about the exact notes. Then, he told me to trust my body, to 

remember the feeling of jumping and to be aware of what my body is trying to tell me – 

does it feel good or insecure? This typifies a healthy dialogue between Self 1 and Self 2. 

After a few times trying, I could feel my upper body becoming freer and the motion of 

my whole arm becoming bigger – these changes made me feel good. I was not worried 

about playing the chords correctly any longer; I knew that if I followed this feeling, I 

could play it well. Even when I pressed the wrong notes accidently, I still felt that 

everything was under control, and I was confident that my arm knew where to jump. This 

sense of security felt so good that, once I experienced it, I wanted to feel it every single 

time I play the piano. As there was no more muscle tension, the tone quality improved 

and my body posture became more open. It did not only bring physical pleasure, but also 

mental joy. Without worrying about wrong notes, I could pay attention to creating phrases 

and dynamics, and my playing became spontaneous. Preparing music in that way, I can 

deliver my musical ideas to the audience so they can hear the music in my mind, and that 

makes me so happy and excited. This free feeling is an experience that Self 1 cannot give 

it me; only Self 2 can.  

 

Self 1: Relaxed Focus 

When Self 2 is totally respected and allowed to inform us of the truth, it seems like 

opening a door from another world. Chase wrote, “It is impossible to be self-conscious 
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and totally involved in the music at the same time. Consciousness of the self is a barrier 

between the player and the instrument.”59 However, this does not mean that Self 1 is not 

important. As I mentioned above, as human beings, we cannot stop thinking; the only 

thing we can do is guide our attention to where it needs to be. While we are becoming 

very absorbed in the feeling that Self 2 brings to us, Self 1 needs to stay in relaxed focus. 

Werner’s definition of relaxed focus is “having the discipline to perform arduous tasks 

while remaining soft and supple on the inside, as muscles not needed for the task are at 

rest, and the mind is tranquil.”60 For example, people that try to break a board during 

karate need to focus on the object and be fearless. Being fearless means that we need to 

trust Self 2 to have enough power to break the board without fear that we could become 

injured. Self 1 is in charge of concentrating on the issue at hand and finding a good 

posture to move our limbs. However, Self 1 also needs to remain relaxed. Without a calm 

mind, we can easily develop muscle tension that could cause Self 2 to fail to break the 

board. Another example of this might be a tightrope walker trying to balance. While 

balancing on the rope, their Self 1 is concentrating on how their body feels and observing 

everything calmly without any force. Once their Self 1 tries to help, even just a little bit, 

they could fall. Thus, any activity like this requires for Self 1 to stay focused and calm, or 

keep a relaxed focus.  

 
59 Mildred Portney Chase, Just Being at the Piano (Camarillo: DeVorss Publications, 
2017), 1. 
 
60 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996), 110. 
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If you want to keep calm and stay focused at the same time, open monitoring (OM) 

meditation is an excellent way to practice. At the beginning of OM meditation, 

meditators usually use focused attention (FA) meditation to calm themselves and begin 

concentrating. Next, they move their attention from specific objects to their thoughts or 

anything that happens from moment to moment.61 Instead of being a participator, we are 

more like a spectator who observes everything without any personal emotion. OM is a 

process to help us strengthen our metacognitive, self-regulation ability and sensory 

awareness.62 We become more aware about what is happening at the moment and what 

we are thinking, but without any judgment. When we play the piano, we observe our 

playing without any emotion, we can find out plenty of details that were in front of our 

eyes but had been ignored.  

  

 
61 Kenny Werner, Effortless Mastery (New Albany: Jamey Aebersold Jazz, 1996), 95. 
 
62 Antonietta Manna et al., “Neural Correlates of Focused Attention and Cognitive 
Monitoring in Meditation,” Brain Research Bulletin 82, no. 1-2 (2010): 46, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brainresbull.2010.03.001. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PEDAGOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Modeling 

First of all, we need to model a joyful learning process for our students. Verbal 

guidance can deliver information but may not be sufficient for students to understand it 

deeply. Modeling the process can include showing students how to prepare for physical 

practice, how to deal with mistakes, and our psychological thought process. In other 

words, teachers should not only show students what they do but also tell them what they 

think at the moment. I remember the first time my professor tried to show me how to 

practice by modeling the whole process. I cannot remember what piece I was playing, but 

I stopped playing immediately after making some mistakes. The first word that came out 

of my professor’s mouth was “Interesting!” He looked so excited, and while rubbing his 

hands he said, “Aha! I am curious about what happened here. Let’s figure it out 

together.” I was surprised by his reaction and the word choice to describe the mistakes. 

He made it sound like there was an adventure full of surprises, and he was inviting me to 

explore it with him together. He was modeling an optimistic and adventurous attitude 

towards practicing. That was the first time I felt that mistakes are not something scary 

and annoying, and I even became a little excited to find out the reasons for my mistakes. 

He then decided to show me how he would practice that section. First, he analyzed the 

chord progression and practiced it slowly to give his hands and arms enough time to feel 
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comfortable while playing each chord. During this time, he described how his hands felt 

every single time and what he thought could make the next time feel even better, such as 

“I feel tense playing this chord, let me move my wrist around to relax a little bit;” “I feel 

a little bit insecure between the first two chords. Let me land on them, hold them longer, 

and jump back and forth several times until my hands are familiar with the distance;” 

“That time I felt good but the tone quality was not as good. Let me relax my forearm and 

the way I touch the keys,” etc. In the end, he felt comfortable and secure, and it sounded 

great. During this demonstration, he was not only showing me his body movement, but 

also his thought process. This guided me to understand what I should be thinking about 

and which aspects I should focus on when I tried to fix it on my own. He was showing 

me how to teach myself without having the teacher next to me. As an observer, the whole 

process was clear to me. I could not wait to try it because it looked so realistic, simple, 

and practical, that I believed I could achieve it by myself as well. 

 

Increasing Students’ Self-Awareness 

 Besides modeling the process, increasing the student’s awareness is also important. 

Many times, students understand theoretical knowledge well and also understand how the 

hands and arms should feel when they play the piano with relaxation. However, when 

they practice or play, they do not realize that there are still issues until the teacher points 

it out. Only then can they fix it almost immediately without any further instruction. This 

situation could be very frustrating to teachers and students because teachers need to 
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constantly remind students to address the same problems, and the students keep making 

the same mistakes over and over again, even though they already know how to fix them. 

In this situation, teachers can help the students to improve their self-awareness by helping 

them less and encouraging students to fix the problems by themselves. In this way, the 

teachers can use their time to introduce new knowledge.  

Asking questions is another way to increase students’ self-awareness. At the early 

stage, teachers can ask students simple questions to point out the problems in the lessons. 

These questions are usually open ones, such as how, what, and why certain problems 

exist. For example, one might ask: “What is this rhythm here?”, “What does your wrist 

look like?”, or “How would you phrase this part?” To be able to answer these questions, 

the students need to be more engaged in the thinking process; there will not be a simple 

yes or no answer. For example, a teacher might ask, “How does your wrist feel now 

compared to when you just played that C chord?” The student would need to think more 

carefully about the difference in feelings and decide which one felt better. The student 

might then begin to think, “How could I make both instances feel good?” The teacher can 

then direct the student to remember this feeling so that the next time they feel something 

different, even if the teacher is not present, they will know how to make changes.  

 Besides asking students questions during the lesson, teachers can also give the 

students issues to think about when they are practicing on their own during the week, 

such as: “ask yourself if your wrist was relaxed when you played fast passages; ask 

yourself if you noticed all the dynamic marks on the score”, etc. When I first began 
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studying with my professor, I never paid enough attention to rhythm, so sometimes I 

made basic rhythm mistakes. During the lesson, Dr. Westney did not need to help me 

with this. He only needed to say “rhythm;” I could notice the mistake and immediately 

fix it, which was very frustrating for the both of us. After a few weeks, he asked me to 

check with myself during my practice time if I paid enough attention to the rhythm or if I 

was just skimming through the music. That question changed my entire situation. I barely 

made any rhythm mistakes after that because I remembered to ask myself that question 

every time I practiced.  

The next step is for teachers to encourage students to ask themselves questions 

during the lesson. Teachers can stop students on the spot that needs to be worked on and 

ask them to decide what kinds of questions they would ask themselves if they were the 

teacher. This gives the students a chance to be their own teacher. Teachers should also 

give some feedback about the questions the student asks themselves, evaluating whether 

or not they were good questions to ask and why. The final stage is to ask students to share 

their experiences about asking themselves questions during their practice. In this way, the 

teacher can always monitor students’ practice process, and this also allows the student to 

evaluate their own thinking.  

The other way to increase students’ awareness is to ask students to observe 

themselves without self-judgments. Gallwey gives an example of a time when he was 

helping a businessman to improve his backhand in tennis. Before Gallwey, the man had 

already been given feedback from five professional coaches who told him to lower his 
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racket. Gallwey asked him to observe himself in front of a mirror. Doing this allowed the 

businessman to figure out the exact problem he was having as he observed his own 

motions. He realized he was taking the racket back too high; he then made an adjustment, 

and immediately, his problems were solved. He was surprised to see that his racket was 

so high, even though he had been told what the issue was by several other people. He was 

focusing on all the judgments happening in his head and the process of changing his 

backhand instead of the stroke itself. These changes did not make his backhand much 

better, but it made him stick with the self-judgment. When he looked at himself in the 

mirror, he observed himself in an objective way, one that allowed his cognitive ability to 

work well enough to see what the problem was. The truth is that with high self-

awareness, he was able to fix the problem himself.63  

Similar situations happen many times in music learning. After teachers give 

instructions, students may go to extremes. Either they make a minimal change that is 

barely noticeable or go to exaggerated lengths to make us see that they made a change. 

For example, when I was learning Prokofiev’s first concerto, my professor told me that 

this piece requires a big sound in order to match the style of the genre. Thus, I spent a 

whole week making everything sound loud and big, and in the following week during my 

lesson, he told me I went too far and that everything was overpowering. At that moment, 

I was frustrated trying to figure out how to make a big sound, yet “not too big.” However, 

 
63 W. Timothy. Gallwey, The Inner Game of Tennis (New York: Random House, 1974), 24. 
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everything became clear when I heard a recording of my playing – it sounded bangy. I 

then realized that the entire week I had been thinking about more power and big sound, 

instead of thinking about what kind of sound was needed to match the style of a piano 

concerto. I had become fixated on a concept and momentarily lost my self-awareness. 

Recording ourselves is the equivalent of the mirror to us; by doing so, we become aware 

of more aspects that might have simply been ignored.  

 

Reward Risk-Taking 

 Let’s reward our students for being risk-takers. Fearful learning can happen in any 

field. In the article “Fearless Learning,” Stanley P. Izen says, “The road to success is 

littered with mistakes,” but since many students fear making mistakes, they choose to do 

nothing rather than do something wrong. As a mathematics teacher, Izen thinks that 

students are afraid to make mistakes because they think mistakes will be too costly, and 

they will be the ones that pay for it. The way teachers treat mistakes can affect students as 

well. Normally, teachers teach students how to avoid mistakes, so finding the right 

answers becomes the only thing that students care about in their efforts to please the 

teacher and themselves. Having the right answers is important; however, mistakes are 

equally valuable. Only when students are not afraid of making mistakes can they feel free 

to try various approaches to solve a problem, even when some of the approaches may not 

lead them to find the right answer. However, during the process where students deal with 

mistakes, their creativity and logical thinking ability improves. As a teacher, encouraging 
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students to explore more possibilities and being brave about dealing with mistakes 

becomes a valuable tool for students.64 

Every music student wants to have a good lesson – they are trying their best to show 

how much they can do in front of their teachers. As teachers, our job is to help students to 

find the problems and figure out the solutions. However, if students are not showing their 

real learning process, they could misguide teachers.  

The normal sequence in a piano lesson is the students perform the piece they have 

been working on during the week, then the teachers give some feedback based on the 

performance. Nevertheless, when students need to perform something in the lesson that 

they know is not ready, it could mess up their learning sequence and will also affect the 

students’ ability to build a strong foundation. Students could “fake” their playing in front 

of their teachers to make them look like they understand everything, but this is not what 

we want nor should expect from our students. In so doing students miss their chance to 

solve their problems and strengthen their weaknesses. So, when the teachers have a 

higher standard or add more requirements for the students on top of all of the unsolved 

issues, students may feel overwhelmed or feel they cannot improve.  

As teachers, we should always allow students to show us where they truly are in the 

learning process, no matter if it is in the early stage or almost ready to perform. We can 

give them advice and suggestions based on the reality of their playing at the moment. If 

 
64 Stanley P. Izen, “Fearless Learning,” The Mathematics Teacher 92, no. 9 (December 
1999): 756, https://www.jstor.org/stable/27971192. 
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we cannot accept the truth of their playing level, the students will not accept it and will 

not be honest with themselves either. We should help students understand that making 

mistakes or having problems in the lesson is the point of having a lesson, and it is 

acceptable to play in a “practice mode” in front of teachers. Students do not to be 

audition-ready every single time.  

This is similar to what I dealt with as a child when lessons filled me with fear. I 

never had the courage to tell my teacher that I had not achieved the goal she set, and if I 

could just show her what I had, that would have been better. I knew if I had not achieved 

her goals, she would yell at me and my mother. Fortunately, my current professor, Dr. 

Westney, has shown me another way to play in the lesson. First, he asks me to show him 

how I practiced in the practice room. It does not matter if the piece is still in an early 

stage, or if it is almost ready to perform. I feel comfortable playing for him in the lesson 

and am not afraid to show my weakness and problems. I choose to be honest with him 

and myself because I know that is what I need at the moment and feel safe to do so. I also 

know he will happily help me achieve my goals effortlessly without any judgment. Thus, 

when students are being honest and play exactly what they have learned during that 

week, we should reward their courage and honesty because they are showing their 

weakness to us and are asking for our help. If we push them away, they will not come 

back to us.  

Teachers’ reactions to the students’ weaknesses and mistakes can affect students’ 

reaction to their own mistakes as well. Most of time, students imitate what teachers do. 
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That is why modeling the learning and practice process is very crucial for students. 

However, students are not only imitating behavior but also the teachers’ attitude. If a 

teacher is criticizing or judging students for their mistakes, then that can frustrate students 

and break the trust between student and teacher, making it almost impossible to win it 

back. Even teachers who do not say anything about what students should do to face 

failure, can cause issues in the students’ practice. I am glad my professor showed 

curiosity when I messed up and analyzed the situation with me to find out what caused 

the mistakes to happen in the first place. If teachers verbally encourage students to be 

brave, to be honest with themselves, and to deal with their failures in a positive manner, 

then students will feel successful both in the practice room and in performance.  

 

Student-Teacher Trust Relationship 

 To be able to create a safe atmosphere for students to show their weaknesses and to 

be honest with their teachers, building a student-teacher trust relationship is important. 

According to Megan Tschannen-Moran and Bob Tschannen-Moran’s article 

“Understanding, Building, and Repairing Trust,” trust contains five factors: Benevolence, 

Reliability, Openness, Competence and Honesty.65 In a student-teacher trust relationship, 

benevolence means teachers need to care about the students. Reliability is showing the 

teacher is fair and judicious. Openness requires teachers to not hide any important 

 
65 Megan Tschannen-Moran and Bob Tschannen-Moran, “Understanding, Building, and 
Repairing Trust ,” LifeTrek Coaching International , 2014, 
http://www.wellcoach.com/memberships/images/Trust_Article.pdf. 
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information, either verbally or non-verbally. Competence shows the teachers’ authority to 

educate students, and honesty represents the teachers’ character.66  

These five factors can be used to describe scenarios in piano lessons. Teachers’ 

benevolence mainly shows if they have empathy competency. Teachers need to care 

about their students and understand their situation and feelings. If we want to earn 

students’ trust, we should not hurt students verbally or emotionally. Teachers need to be 

supportive and encourage students when they are struggling with problems. Also, it helps 

to give students compliments when they make big achievements. When students want to 

share something with you, be a good listener and give some suggestions if needed.  

Teachers’ reliability depends on whether their words and actions are consistent.67 In 

piano teaching, when teachers’ own behaviors do not match the instructions they give, 

they can lose the students’ trust easily. Students will no longer believe the instruction 

from teachers that do not follow the instruction themselves.  

Openness means delivering information. However, in my opinion, it can also 

represent the teachers needing to have an open mind. Based on my own learning and 

teaching experiences, having an open mind is of paramount importance for music 

teachers. Music students are usually creative and musical and could have differing ideas 

 
66 Kristin Emilia Harvey, “Tracking the Longitudinal Effects of Student-Teacher Trust on 
Mathematics Self Efficacy for High School Students”, PhD diss., (The University of 
Texas at Austin, 2013). 
 
67 Wayne K. Hoy and Michael DiPaola, Studies in School Improvement (Research and 
Theory in Educational Administration) (Charlotte: Information Age Publishing, 2009), 267. 
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of musical expression than their teachers. If teachers have a fixed mind and only accept 

one way to approach a piece, students’ opinions may not be accepted. Meanwhile, if 

teachers cannot not give good reasons to convince students to change their ideas, students 

may start doubting either their teacher’s competence or benevolence.   

As piano teachers, being competent does not only mean we have solid pianistic 

skills, but also that we can help students improve their own skills. The best way to show 

this is by helping students meet success in a short period of time. I had a chance to give a 

masterclass in a music academy for several undergraduate students a few years ago. One 

of the students had a hard time using arm rotation, and he had been struggling with it for 

quite a while. I asked him to imitate the motion he does when opening a rounded door-

handle in the air, and gradually get faster until he feels that he is doing it effortlessly. 

Then I asked him to reduce the angle of turning and also flatten his hand a little bit but to 

continue doing the same motion. I slowly moved his hand to the keyboard to let his 

thumb and fifth finger touch the keys. After a few tries, I asked him to play C and G with 

his thumb and fifth finger keeping the same motion. He was surprised to have learned 

rotation in such a short time – it probably took around one minute. I could tell he was 

happy with his achievement. The next day he told me with excitement that he totally gets 

it, and even now I still receive messages from him occasionally.  

Honesty means that all of the information that teachers tell students is truthful. In our 

group piano pedagogy class, we discuss different strategies for managing group teaching, 

and one of them is giving honest feedback. As Dr. Carla Cash, the professor of the class, 
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explained to us: no matter if it is positive or negative feedback, it must be based on the 

facts. If the students did not play well, but teachers give good compliments to show 

kindness, students will consider the teachers’ comments as something that cannot be 

trusted. Do not be afraid to be honest to point out students’ weakness; in a trusting 

relationship, honesty is the most important factor.  
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CONCLUSION 

As pianists, we probably have plenty of chances to feel fear, such as performing on 

the stage, playing for teachers, facing our weaknesses, and more. However, if we can dig 

into it and find out the real reasons that cause that fearful feeling, we may find methods to 

overcome it. Everyone deserves to experience joy in a learning process and to play freely.  

As students, adequate and solid preparation is the most important part of overcoming 

fear. During our preparation, locating the problems is a top priority. Setting a non-

judgmental mind is a pre-condition to finding out where we truly are in the learning 

process. Once we have a goal, targeted, focused practice can help us enjoy the problem-

solving game, instead of suffering from feeling upset and frustrated in mindless practice 

sessions. Understanding the cooperation between our brain’s Self 1 and our body’s Self 2 

can help us experience free playing, physically and mentally.  

 As teachers, modeling the physical and mental processes helps our students to 

understand our instructions more deeply. Increasing students’ self-awareness enables 

them to transfer the knowledge into skills. Creating a safe atmosphere for students to 

show their weaknesses and expose their mistakes without feeling fearful and embarrassed 

is of utmost importance. Lastly, building a trusting relationship has a positive effect on 

communication between teachers and students. The purpose of all of these strategies is to 

help students experience fearless playing and moments of true joy in the learning process.  

 Looking back over the years, going from feelings of suffering and fear to enjoying 

music-making has been a life changing transformation for me. By understanding the 
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concepts explored in this paper and seeing how they effected changes in me personally, I 

truly believe that fearlessness is powerful and can help and change anyone as a musician 

and as a person.  
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